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1. Introduction

Membrane proteins are the main functional units of biological membranes. They represent roughly one-third of the proteins encoded in the genome and about 70% of drugs are targeted to membrane proteins. X-ray protein crystallography is one of the most powerful tools to determine protein structure and to provide a basis for understanding molecular mechanisms of protein function. Despite an obvious importance of membrane protein only about 1% of structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) are of this type. Moreover, although the number of membrane protein structures deposited to PDB since 1985, date of the first membrane protein structure [1], is increasing it is not yet comparable with the rate achieved for soluble proteins [2]. Currently, the PDB contains more than 70,000 structures, and the structures of membrane proteins do not exceed 500 [3]. Considerable effort made in several laboratories in the last years towards extension of high-throughput crystallography to membrane proteins open a hope of correcting this imbalance. Nevertheless significant challenges must be overcome to achieve this goal. Two major problems toward the determination of membrane proteins structures are: the production of pure, stable and functional protein solubilized in detergents, and the growth of crystals suitable for X-ray crystallography. The latter is often defined as major bottleneck of structural biology of membrane proteins. For a long time, the vapor diffusion method has been the only method which was used to crystallize membrane proteins. This method, which is based on a well-developed approach of crystallization of water soluble proteins, led to relative success, however, it failed to produce crystals of some important membrane proteins. Quite recently new methods were introduced. One of the most promising new method to overcome this problem is the so called \textit{in meso} crystallization approach where lipid systems (e.g. the lipid cubic phase (LCP)) are used as a crystallization matrix. It has been demonstrated that these methods are applicable to different membrane proteins including G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), membrane protein complexes and others. One of the first important breakthroughs was bacteriorhodopsin (bR) which for a long time failed to be
crystallized by the in surfo methods and was solved to resolution about 1.55 Å from the crystals obtained by LCP crystallization. Thanks to the in meso method crystallographic structures of almost all functional states of bR are now available with atomic resolution (see [4] for review). Despite this fact the detailed mechanism of bR proton pumping is still to be elucidated. It appeared that a severe problem originates from the tendency of the best (in the sense of resolution) bR crystals to be perfectly twinned. Being a general problem of protein crystallography, twinning may result in controversial structural models of intermediate states in the case of bR. The chapter presented here is aimed to summarize the present knowledge on twinning formation during in meso crystallization and the methods to overcome it.

2. In meso crystallization

2.1 Crystallization from lipidic cubic phase

A principally new crystallization method – crystallization of membrane proteins in lipidic cubic phases was developed by Rosenbusch and Landau in 1996 [5]. A fundamental difference between methods of standard crystallization and crystallization in the LCP is that in the latter, the solubilized protein is reconstituted back in the native lipid bilayer and after that the crystallization is induced by the addition of a precipitant. Liquid crystalline systems formed by lipids in aqueous media can form infinite bicontinuous periodic minimal surfaces, which have a zero mean curvature and a periodicity in all the three dimensions characterized by a cubic lattice [6-8]. The system consists of two compartments: a continuous curved lipid bilayer forming a three-dimensional well-ordered structure, interwoven with continuous aqueous channels. Macroscopically the phase is very viscous, isotropic, and optically transparent. Membrane cubic phases are found in the cells [9], and they are used in food industry [10] as well as for drug delivery [11]. Practical aspects of crystallization in the lipidic cubic phase look very simple and an example – crystallization of bR – can be described as the following procedure [12]:

1. Weigh into the PCR tube (200 mL) approximately 5 mg of dry MO, incubate tubes with monooleoyl (MO) at 40°C, and spin the lipid down for 10 min at 13,000 × g at room temperature.

2. Keep MO at 40°C during an additional 20 min to gain the isotropic fluid lipidic phase and then let the lipid phase cool to room temperature.

3. Mix 1 mL of prepared 10 mg/mL BR solution comprising about 1.2 w/w% of n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (OG) with 1 mg of MO. To gain the cubic phase, centrifuge the PCR tubes with the sample at 10,000 rpm for at least 1 h at 22°C (rotating tubes within the rotor every 15 min by 90°). Incubate the samples during 1-2 days in the dark at 20-22°C. An alternative way to prepare the cubic phase is described in [12].

4. Add a precipitant to induce crystallization – a ground powder of KH2PO4 mixed with Na2HPO4 (95/5 w/w) with a final concentration of the salt mixture 1-2.5 M (pH 5.6). Repeat homogenizing centrifugation of samples as described in the previous item. Leave the crystallization batch in the dark at 22°C. bR microcrystals (10-20 mm in diameter) usually appear within 1 week after induction of crystallization (Fig. 1). This protocol of crystallization is close to the original one provided by Rosenbusch and Landau. An alternative way to do such crystallization (it is used in nanovolume high throughput approach) is to add liquid precipitant to the top of the lipidic phase [13].

5. To separate the crystals from the lipidic phase directly from LCP use mechanical manipulation with microtools or, alternatively, add lipase or detergent to the lipidic phase to destroy the lipid phase at room temperature during several hours or days [14].
LCP approach remains most efficient among all other \textit{in meso} approaches introduced later. Nevertheless, it is not yet clear whether other new methods were properly optimized. In other words it is not yet clear what is the real potential of these methods. Therefore, we will describe briefly three more new approaches.

2.2 Crystallization from vesicles

An interesting and unusual approach to membrane protein crystallization was proposed in 1998 [15,16]. The authors observed that purple membranes (two-dimensional hexagonal native crystals of bR) treated with the neutral detergent under certain conditions lead to the creation of spherical protein clusters (~50 nm in diameter). Using a standard vapor diffusion method for crystallization from bR vesicles with a high protein/lipid ratio, well diffracting hexagonal crystals were obtained [15-17]. This new crystal belongs to the space group \( P_{622} \) with unit cell dimensions of \( a = b = 104.7 \) Å and \( c = 114.1 \) Å. The highest announced structural resolution achieved by this method is 2.0 Å. It is not compared to the LCP results obtained with the same protein. Until now there is no evidence that a specific case of bR crystallization from vesicles can be extended to other membrane proteins. However, it is not yet clear whether this approach is limited to some specific cases, like bR, or has a more general application.

2.3 Crystallization from bicelles

Just after the second \textit{in meso} method was published another approach - crystallization from bicelles - was proposed. This method was first applied to obtain well diffracting bR crystals [18,19]. Bicelles, known for quite a long time, are a liquid crystal phase consisting of disc-shaped lipid-rich bilayer particles formed from mixtures of dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) with certain detergents. The detergents mostly used for such a type of crystallization are either dihexanoyl phosphatidylcholine (DHPC) or zwitterionic bile salt derivative, CHAPSO. The bicelle sizes at a 1:3 DMPC/DHPC molar ratio are: the bilayer thickness – 40 Å and the diameter – 400 Å. The lipid detergent ratios present in the bicellar systems are relatively high compared to standard micellar systems [20,21].
The procedure of crystallization of membrane proteins from bicelles is as follows. The first step is preparation of bicelles. Then, solubilized protein is mixed with bicelles. It is considered, but not directly proven, that at this stage, the protein molecules are reconstituted into bicelles. After that the protein is crystallized by a standard vapor diffusion method. bR crystals grown at room temperature are identical to the previously obtained at 37°C twinned crystals: space group P2\(_1\) (2.0 Å resolution) with unit cell dimensions of \(a = 44.7\ \text{Å},\ \beta = 113.6°\). The other room-temperature crystals were not-twinned and belong to space group C222\(_1\) (2.2 Å resolution) with the following unit cell dimensions: \(a = 44.7\ \text{Å},\ \beta = 128.2\ \text{Å}\). It is important to note that the crystals of the human \(\beta_2\)-adrenergic GPCR were obtained by this method [22]. The structure was solved to 3.5/3.7 Å resolution. It is considerably lower than what was obtained by protein crystallization in the cubic phase [23]. Taking into account the long and dramatic attempts to crystallize a ligand binding GPCR, there is no doubt it was a new considerable success of the method under discussion. The 2.3 Å resolution structure of the murine voltage dependent anion channel (mVDAC) that reveals a high-resolution presentation of membrane protein architecture was also obtained due to bicelles method [24]. Very recent success of the bicelle-like approach is the crystallization of the membrane part of the respiratory complex I [25].

2.4 Crystallization from sponge phases (L\(_3\)-phase)

It is interesting that historically crystallization from the sponge phase was described about 10 years after discovering the LCP approach. This is despite the fact that the sponge phase (L\(_3\)-phase) is the liquid analogue of the lipidic cubic phase with the reduced bending rigidity of membranes and without a long-range order. When the bending rigidity of the membrane becomes comparable with a thermal energy the ordered cubic phase structure is perturbed by thermally excited collective out-of-plane fluctuations of membranes. The transformation of the cubic to the sponge phase can be induced by different factors, for instance, via adding a solvent such as polyethyleneglycol (Mw = 400), dimethyl sulfoxide, 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD), propylene glycol, or Jeffamine M600 to a lipid/water system [26]. The diameter of aqueous pores in the MO cubic phase is relatively narrow (ca. 3-6 nm) compared to that of the sponge phase (10–15 nm and more) [27]. Evidently the size of the pores of the L\(_3\)-phase is compatible with membrane proteins with large hydrophilic parts and lets them diffuse freely within the plane of the membrane surface [26]. Well diffracting crystals of the reaction center from *Rhodobacter sphaeroides* were grown in the L\(_3\) by a conventional hanging-drop scheme of the experiment, and were harvested directly without the addition of lipase or cryoprotectant, and the structure was refined to 2.2 Å resolution. The authors of the work claimed that in contrast to the earlier LCP reaction center structure [28], the mobile ubiquinone could be built and refined. In these experiments, the only additional component (relative to the components of the cubic phase crystallization – the MO/membrane protein/detergent/buffer) was a small amphiphilic molecule 1,2,3-heptanetriol or Jeffamine M600. The structure was solved to resolution 2.35 Å [28]. In another work [29], crystals of the light harvesting II complex suitable for X-ray crystallography were obtained with structural 2.45 Å resolution. In this study, the additives used were KSCN, butanediol, pentaerythritolpropoxylate (PPO), \(t\)-butanol, Jeffamine, and 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD). An advantage of the L\(_3\) approach is that the liquid properties of the sponge phase at room temperature can be used directly in hanging- or sitting-drop vapor-diffusion
crystallization by commercially available robots. Recently, a sponge phase sparse matrix crystallization screen consisting of different conditions became available [30]. However, unlike the LCP method, this one has not led to a breakthrough in structural biology of membrane protein. There was no structure of a new membrane protein or a principal improvement in structural resolution achieved by this method. Does it mean that the sponge phase approach does not have the same (or higher) power as the LCP method? We would speculate that this approach can be at least considered as a complementary one to the LCP.

3. Overcoming twinning formation

3.1 Introduction to the merohedral twinning of bR P6₃ crystals

Although bR can be crystallized by many methods and in different types of symmetries [5,16,18,31], only P6₃ crystal grown by in meso crystallization diffracts to the highest resolution. At the same time, these crystals often suffer from perfect merohedral twinning [32].

Twinning is one of the most common crystalline defects. A twin crystal consists of several domains oriented in such a way that their reciprocal lattices are superimposed at least in one dimension [33]. There are two forms of twinning: merohedral and non-merohedral. Only part of reflections of individual crystal domains superimpose in non-merohedral twinning, whereas all reflections are superimposed in three space dimensions in the merohedral form [34]. If only two orientations of twin domains are present the merohedral twinning is called hemihedral. It is the most widespread type of merohedral twinning [33]. The hemihedral twinning is intrinsic for hexagonal P6₃ crystals of bR grown in the cubic phase of MO [32,35].

Twinning of bR crystals implies the imposition of reflections with Miller indexes hkl and kh-1, so that the observed crystal reflections is a weighted sum of two different crystallographic reflections:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{hkl}^{obs} &= (1 - \alpha)I_{hkl} + \alpha I_{kh-1} \\
I_{kh-1}^{obs} &= (1 - \alpha)I_{kh-1} + \alpha I_{hkl}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( I_{hkl}^{obs} \) are crystallographic intensities observed in the X-ray experiment, \( I_{hkl} \) are crystallographic intensities of the twin domains and \( \alpha \) is the twinning ratio, i.e. the volume fraction of equally oriented domains. Twinning is called perfect when \( \alpha \) is close to 50 %. The shape and optical properties of twinned crystals are identical to those without twinning. The presence of twinning and estimation of the twinning ration are only possible by using special analysis methods of the diffraction data [36].

Twinning of the crystals complicates the obtaining of a crystallographic structure of the protein. If the twinning ration is \( \alpha \neq 50 \% \), then the system (1) can be solved:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{hkl} &= \frac{(1 - \alpha)I_{hkl}^{obs} - \alpha I_{kh-1}^{obs}}{1 - 2\alpha} \\
I_{kh-1} &= \frac{(1 - \alpha)I_{kh-1}^{obs} - \alpha I_{hkl}^{obs}}{1 - 2\alpha}
\end{align*}
\]
After that, the usual tools can be applied for crystallographic analysis. However, as follows from (2), the error in intensity calculation increases and tends to infinity as $\alpha$ tends to 50% [37]. For this reason the presence of crystal twinning worsens the electron density maps and reduces the reliability of protein models.

The perfect hemihedral twinning of bR crystals shows up in the presence of additional two-fold symmetry since $I_{hkl}^{\text{obs}} = I_{kh-l}^{\text{obs}}$ (see (1) when $\alpha = 50\%$). In this case, the number of independent observations (crystallographic intensities) is two times fewer. The equation system (1) is confluent and the crystallographic intensities cannot be extracted from the X-ray data. In this case, the intensities calculated from the protein model are used to obtain the desired crystallographic intensities according to the equation:

$$I_{hkl} = \frac{I_{hkl}^{\text{obs}} + I_{hkl}^{\text{cal}} - I_{kh-l}^{\text{cal}}}{2}$$

$$I_{kh-l} = \frac{I_{hkl}^{\text{obs}} + I_{kh-l}^{\text{cal}} - I_{hkl}^{\text{cal}}}{2}$$

where $I_{hkl}^{\text{cal}}$ are intensities calculated from the protein model. R-factors of protein models obtained from the perfect twinned data overestimate the model reliability, since the difference between the observed and calculated structural factors is undervalued due to the averaging over the reflections related by the twinning law. Hence, the refined crystallographic R-factors from perfectly twinned data are typically a factor of $\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$ lower than for low (or un-)twinned data [36,38,39]. In addition, the use for refinement of the intensities calculated according to (3) introduces additional model bias due to the explicit dependence of the detwinned data on the model itself.

An additional problem for X-ray analysis caused by perfect twinning is the inability to use the experimental difference Fourier map. Basing on the mathematical consideration it was shown about 40 years ago that the difference Fourier electron density maps are most sensitive, accurate and less susceptible to model bias method for observing limited structural changes [40]. The difference map is simply the Fourier transform of the amplitudes $(F_{\text{exc}} - F_{\text{gr}})$ (where $F_{\text{gr}}$ and $F_{\text{exc}}$ are the structural factors of the ground and excited state of the protein) and phases are taken from the model of the ground state. This type of maps visualizes the changes in the electron density between the first and second crystallographic datasets. If structural changes are visible at a reasonable significance level within a difference Fourier map, then it is a plausible feature of the experimental data. On the opposite side, if changes arise during crystallographic refinement and are not confirmed by the difference Fourier map, then they are probably artifacts. For this reason, the difference Fourier maps are the main criterion for detecting small structural changes in the macromolecular systems and were used in many studies, for instance: myoglobin-CO complex [41-44], photoactive yellow protein [45-48], sensory rhodopsin II [49] and bR [50-57]. In the case of perfect twinning of protein crystals, structural factors $F_{\text{gr}}$ and $F_{\text{exc}}$ cannot be obtained, and Fourier difference maps cannot be constructed.

Despite the fact that twinning creates problems for protein crystallography, currently there are no rational effective methods of obtaining untwinned crystals. Similarly there are only a few works published on the systematic study of interrelation between twinning formation and crystallization conditions. Description of the phenomenon of twinning is even poorer for the crystals of membrane proteins and particularly for those obtained by in meso crystallization.
However, the twinning problem is of particular importance for the case of bR. Among 28 bR structures obtained from P6₃ crystals, 19 are from crystals with perfect twinning [32]. The best resolution of bR crystallographic model is 1.43 Å [58]. However, all the structures with the resolution better than 1.9 Å were obtained from crystals with perfect twinning. The only exception is the structure with a resolution 1.55 Å from the crystal with a twinning ratio of 25 %. All the currently published crystallographic studies devoted to the K, L and M bR intermediate states either have a relatively low resolution (> 2.1 Å) [50-56] or were obtained from perfectly twinned crystals [58-63]. The intermediate state structures built using these data are not consistent with each other [53,56,64]. One of the most probable reasons for this is the twinning problem.

It is well known that the changes in bR structure during the transition from the ground state to intermediates are relatively small [50-55,58,60,62]. Thus, X-ray data of very high quality are required to obtain the structures of intermediate states. In particular, crystals should be untwinned as twinning reduces the quality of the electron density maps and the reliability of protein models, as well as suppresses the utilization of the Fourier difference maps. To elucidate the molecular mechanism of bR proton transport, it is crucial to obtain highly ordered crystals without twinning.

### 3.2 Physical detwinning of bR crystals

In 2004 [35] it was shown that the twinned crystals of bR consist of large scale domains. Each of the domains is a hexagonal plate with the size in the hexagonal plane equal to that of the whole crystal and the thickness comparable to that of the crystall (as it is shown in Fig.2). In most cases the crystals were split in two plates with no twinning. However in some cases the crystals were split in three and more plates. Thus it may be supposed that most of bR P6₃ crystals consist of only two twinning domains. However the presence of three and even more domains is also possible. The size of these domains is always comparable to the size of the twinned crystal. The attempts to mechanically separate the twin domains had no effect. However it was noted that the slow decrease of mother liquid molarity may result in crystal slicing. Basing on this idea the approach for physical detwinning of bR crystals was proposed. According to the procedure the molarity of salt in mother liquid was slowly reduced from 3 to 1 M which induces splitting of agglutinated plates. Some of the split crystals diffracted well enough to determine the twin ratio which in all cases was equal to zero within the experimental error.

![Fig. 2. bR crystal splits into two parts: (a) initial crystal, (b) two parts of the crystal separated by gradual decrease of the salt concentration.](www.intechopen.com)
Unfortunately, it turned out that the procedure of physical separation of the crystals often leads to a significant drop in the diffraction quality of the crystals, and therefore is not applicable in practice for obtaining high-resolution X-ray analysis.

### 3.3 Direct observation of twin domains

As it was mentioned before the twinning fraction of the crystal can only be estimated by the analysis of the statistical distribution of its crystallographic intensities. This implies that to determine the twinning, one has to fulfill the whole procedure of obtaining the crystallographic data, including the dissolution of the crystallographic sample, the separation of crystals from the crystallization matrix and X-ray data collection. Meanwhile, this resource- and time-consuming procedure has a small useful output: nine out of ten crystals have the twinning ratio close to 50%.

![Fig. 3. bR crystals usually obtained by in meso crystallization in OG (a) and their schematic representation (b). bR crystals obtained by in meso crystallization in CYMAL-5 (c) with their schematic representation (d). Two different twin domains are shown in blue and green color. Red color represents the negative charge of CP side of bR.](image-url)
One of the ways to simplify this procedure was found during crystallization trials with different detergent types [32]. It was observed that the crystals grown in the presence of 5-cyclohexyl-1-pentyl-D-maltoside (CYMAL-5) at concentrations of about 10% have a shape of two truncated pyramids stuck together along the smaller of the hexagonal sides (Figure 3c). Crystals in one crystallization probe had all the possible values of relative volumes of domains (from 0 when one domain was missing; to 0.5 when the domains had equal volume). The twinning ratio was surprisingly correlated with the relative domain volumes, which was confirmed by statistical analysis of X-ray intensities. The twinning fraction was close to 0% when one of the domains was much smaller than the other, and close to 50% for crystals with approximately equal parts. In addition, some of the crystals were split in two parts during fishing. Each of the domains had no twinning. Thus, it was concluded that the truncated pyramids represent twin domains as shown at Fig.3d. It is possible to select non-twinned crystals by careful inspection of the crystals shape in stereomicroscope, which significantly reduces the time and resources on the procedure for selection of crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies and produces additional information about the nature of the twinning formation.

3.4 Interrelation of crystal growth rate and twinning fraction

Additional information on the nature of bR twinning came from the statistical distribution of twinning ratio among several hundreds of crystals [32]. For this purpose bR crystals were grown in a wide range of crystallization conditions: at different concentrations of salt and protein, types and concentrations of detergents. More than 300 crystals were obtained and X-ray data were collected from all of them to determine their twinning ratios.

![Graph showing distribution of twinning ratios](image)

Fig. 4. Distribution of twinning ratios in two groups of crystals with the characteristic growth time less than 1.5 months (empty columns) (a) and more than 1.5 months (hatched columns) (b). The first and second groups consist of 83 and 227 crystals, respectively.

It turns out that regardless of the specific crystallization conditions the crystals with low twinning ratio (< 20%) were observed with higher probability in samples where the first crystals appeared relatively late (in 2-3 weeks after sample preparation, rather than 2-3 days) and growth proceeds for a longer time period (for ~10 weeks). If the first crystals appeared in the sample relatively early and their growth was rapid then almost all crystals
had a high twinning ratio. The distribution of twinning ratio for 83 crystals grown less than 1.5 months and for 227 crystal with growth time of more than 1.5 months is shown at Figure 4. 11 % of the slowly grown crystals had the twinning ratio smaller than 10 %. Meanwhile all the fast grown crystals had the twinning ratio higher than 10 % and only 5 % had the twinning ratios between 10 % and 20 %.

It was suggested before for the soluble protein plastocyanin that slow growth favors the formation of untwinned crystals [39]. Confirmation of this relationship for a membrane protein, probably indicates the general nature of this phenomenon. It is plausible that in all cases when protein crystals suffer from twinning, one should search for the crystallization conditions of slow crystal growth.

3.5 Crystallisation in β-XyloC_{16+4} mesophase

A presumably new approach to obtaining non-twinned bR crystals unexpectedly comes from the in meso crystallization in the “exotic” β-XyloC_{16+4} mesophase.

The crystallization trials with this lipid were excited by the inequality of lipid and detergent libraries used for handling membrane proteins. The library of detergents with different hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts used for solubilization, purification and crystallization of membrane proteins is quite large. The fittest detergent may be found in the library for each specific membrane protein. This fact significantly increases the number of crystallized membrane proteins [65]. On the contrary the library of lipids used for the cubic phase creation is discouragingly small. MO is the most common lipid for in meso crystallization. Three other monoglycerols are reported to be suitable for this type of crystallization: monopalmitolein [5], monovaccenin [66], 2,3-dihydroxypropyl-(7Z)-hexadec-7-enoate [67] and 2,3-dihydroxypropyl-(7Z)-tetradec-7-enoate [68]. The library of matrix lipids for in meso crystallization should be increased for further success of the method.

Recently we presented the results of bR crystallization in the β-XyloC_{16+4} cubic phase used for this purpose for the first time. β-XyloC_{16+4} (Fig. 2 in [69]) represents a recently developed isoprenoid-chained lipid family [70,71].

β-XyloC_{16+4} forms a cubic phase almost at the same conditions as MO. It turns to be possible to crystallize bR in the β-XyloC_{16+4} cubic phase using the standard protocol of in meso crystallization [69]. Several dozens of crystals were obtained. Three of them diffracted well enough and the X-ray dataset was collected for them. Two crystals diffracted up to 2 Å. The third one was worse and gave diffraction up to 2.7 Å.

The crystals obtained in the cubic phase of β-XyloC_{16+4} and MO have the same P63 symmetry. The diffraction quality of bR crystals obtained in β-XyloC_{16+4} is better than that of the first bR crystals obtained in MO [72] (the resolution is 2.0 Å and 2.5 Å, correspondingly). A further search for optimal crystallization conditions will possibly improve the diffraction properties as it was done in the case of MO.

It is important to mention that three studied crystals had a low twinning ratio. The twinning ratio was 37 and 34 % in two cases (for the crystals with diffraction resolution of 2.0 Å), and the third crystal (with resolution of 2.7 Å) had no twinning. As follows from §3.4 and [32], only 28 % of crystals obtained in the MO cubic phase have the twinning ratio smaller than 34 %. Thus the probability to find in one crystallization probe three crystals with small twinning ratios is relatively low which is unlikely to be a coincidence. The β-XyloC_{16+4} cubic phase may favor the formation of low-twinned crystals.
3.6 The nature of the twinning phenomenon

Experiments described in 3.2-3.5 gave enough information to produce untwinned bR crystals for the investigation of the proton transport mechanism. On the other hand they gave some hints to understand the nature of the phenomenon of twinning formation in bR crystal.

bR crystals belong to class I in the nomenclature introduced in [73]. The hexagonal plane of bR crystals is perpendicular to the crystallographic axis \( c \) which implies that crystal growth occurs through layer-by-layer two-dimensional nucleation on the \( ab \) surfaces of the crystal [74]. This assumption is in accordance with the model of in meso crystal growth proposed by M. Caffrey [75] and is confirmed by atomic force microscopy [76]. The contact surface between twinning domains is also perpendicular to \( c \) axis as it is demonstrated in Fig.3. Consequently, this surface also emerges as a result of two-dimensional nucleation on the \( ab \)-surface.

The contact surface may be formed either by two cytoplasmic (CP) surfaces of bR or two extracellular (EC) ones. The twinning ratio of the majority of crystals is > 30 \%, and most of them consist of two domains. This peculiarity may be explained by different energies of interaction for CS-CS and EC-EC contacts in the protein crystal. As follows from the pdb-structure (1C3W [77] for instance) EC surface of bR is almost neutral and CP is negatively charged. On the other hand there is no specific interaction seen in pdb-structures between two adjacent protein layers, they interact by Van-der-Waals contacts between only two amino acids [72]. That means that even a weak electrostatic interaction may play an important role in the total energy of layer interaction.

Thus we can imagine the following process of crystal formation: the first twin domain emerges soon after (or even during) nucleation with two twin domains interacting by their EC surfaces. The crystal itself has two CP surfaces at its external faces. The probability to form a new twin domain on the CP surface is relatively low due to unfavourable electrostatic interaction. Consequently, the crystal continues to grow without formation of new twinning domains.

It may be noted that the distribution of the twinning fraction of slowly growing crystals has a sinuous pattern: there are local maxima with the twinning ratio < 10 \% and > 35 \%, and a minimum is located in between them. This non-obvious behavior may be explained by computer modelling of the growth of twin crystals.

As it was mentioned before crystal growth occurs through the two-dimensional nucleation at the surface of the crystal (slow step) and a relatively fast growth of the new layer in two dimensions. Thus one can use a one-dimensional model to simulate crystal growth in the direction perpendicular to the \( ab \) crystallographic plane. Crystal growth begins from a single layer and proceeds by consecutive addition of new layers to each surface of the crystal alternatively. When a new layer is added three different types of contacts may be formed.

1. CP-EC contacts which corresponds to normal crystal growth. Let us assign to this event a relative probability of 1.
2. EC-EC contacts which corresponds to the formation of the twinning domain. We will assign the probability \( P_1 \) to this event.
3. CP-CP contacts which also gives rise to a twinning domain as probability \( P_2 \) is assigned to this event.

The usual thickness of P6

\( bR \) crystal is about 20 µm that corresponds to about 4000 protein layers. This number of layers was used in the simulation of the crystal growth.
There are two variables which will dictate the number of formed twinning domains and the twinning ratio of the crystal: the probabilities $P_1$ and $P_2$. These probabilities may be varied to fit the experimental dependencies shown at Fig.4.

The first feature noted while exploring this model was that the symmetrical conditions ($P_1 = P_2$) cannot reproduce the experimental data. Under relatively low probabilities of twinning formation the distribution shows a peak at zero twinning ratio. The height of the peak decreases as the probability of twin formation increases and the distribution over the nonzero range remains quite flat until the peak at zero vanishes (Fig. 5a).

![Graph of distributions](https://www.intechopen.com)

Fig. 5. Distribution of twinning fraction (a) and (b) the number of twinning domains calculated for 5000 crystals under conditions of symmetric domain nucleation ($P_1 = P_2$) and for probabilities in the range $10^{-4}$ - $5 \times 10^{-3}$.

When an asymmetry in the probabilities is introduced to the model with $P_1 = 10^{-3}$, the peak at zero value changes very little, while the rest of the distribution has low values at low twinning ratios which gradually increase towards higher twinning ratios (Fig. 6a). Two important things are worth noting here. Firstly, when $P_2$ is smaller than $P_1$ it has almost no influence on the distribution. $P_2$ is the probability of forming CP-CP. As it was described above this event is quite improbable because the two negatively charged CP surfaces are pushing apart. Thus $P_2$ can be fixed at 0 at the following consideration. Second, the introduction of asymmetry leads to a shift in the peak of the number of twin domains distribution (compare Fig. 5b and 6b) from six domains (for $P_1 = P_2 = 10^{-3}$) to two domains ($P_1 = 10^{-3}, P_2 = 0$) which is in accordance with the experimental results.

Under the asymmetrical conditions the model resembles the experimentally observed distributions. Small changes in $P_1$ lead to dramatic changes in the fractions of non-twinned and perfectly twinned crystals, while the fraction of crystals with an intermediate twinning ratio changes much more slowly. The best fit of the experimentally observed distributions corresponds to a probability $P_1$ of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ for fast crystal growth, where less than 1 % of crystals grow without twinning, and of $1.25 \times 10^{-3}$ for slow growth, where 10 % of crystals have no twinning (Fig.7).
Fig. 6. Distribution of twinning ratio (a) and twinning domains (b) calculated for 5000 crystals under conditions of asymmetric domain nucleation $P_1=10^{-3}$, $P_2$ in the range between 0 and $10^{-3}$.

Fig. 7. Modelled distributions of twinning ratios simulating experimental distributions for slow (a) and fast (b) crystal growth. The $P_1$ probabilities for the models are $1.25\times10^{-3}$ and $3\times10^{-3}$, correspondingly; $P_2 = 0$.

The model resembles the principal features of the experimentally observed distributions having quite a bad fit at the region of the high twinning ratio. This feature may be explained either by the underestimation of the twinning ratio by computational procedures owing to noise in the diffraction intensities or by the heterogeneity of the crystallization medium, which is responsible for the inevitable differences in the growth rates of different crystal surfaces.
The described model of twinning formation explains how the probabilities \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) determine the type of twinning fraction distribution. However, this model does not explain what is the relation between the rate of crystal growth and probabilities \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \). Unfortunately, the theory of \textit{in meso} crystallization is quite poorly understood at the moment and it cannot be used to explain this dependence. However, we can imagine the following thermodynamic explanation:

The limiting step of the crystal growth is the two-dimensional nucleation on the crystal surface. According to the classical two-dimensional theory of crystallization the thermodynamic potential of nucleus formation is [78]:

\[
\Delta G = -n(\mu_0 - \mu_c) + \sum_i I_i \kappa_i
\]

where \( \mu_c \) and \( \mu_c \) are chemical potentials of the protein molecule in the volume and on the crystal surface, \( n \) is the number of molecules in a nucleus. The second term describes the surface energy, where \( \kappa_i \) is a specific surface energy and \( I_i \) is the length of \( i \)-th edge.

Basing on (4) we can write down the general expression for the free energy:

\[
\Delta G^* = -A\Delta \mu + B
\]

where \( A \) and \( B \) are the values which are not dependent on \( \Delta \mu = \mu_0 - \mu_c \). \( A \) depends on the specific surface energy and is virtually equal for normal and twinning nucleation. \( B \) depends on the interaction of the molecules in different layers and is significantly different for normal and twinning nucleation.

The rate of two-dimensional nucleation represents as:

\[
J \approx e^{-\Delta G^*/kT}
\]

where \( \Gamma \) poorly depends on \( \Delta \mu \). The experimental fact that twinning domains have a macroscopic size results in the condition that the probability of normal layer nucleation is significantly higher than that of the twinning formation. Consequently:

\[
J_0 \gg J_1; J_2 \Rightarrow \Delta G_0^* < \Delta G_1^*; \Delta G_2^*
\]

where \( J_0, J_1 \) and \( J_2 \) are the rates for normal and two twinning (CS-CS and EC-EC) nucleations, and \( \Delta G_0^* \), \( \Delta G_1^* \) and \( \Delta G_2^* \) are the corresponding free energies. The rate of crystal growth is regulated by supersaturation \( \Delta \mu \) and at very high values of supersaturation the difference between \( J_0, J_1 \) and \( J_2 \) vanishes (see (5)). When \( \Delta \mu \) decreases, the absolute value of \( \Delta G^* \) also diminishes and the growth rate drops down. As follows from (5), \( \Delta G_1^* \) and \( \Delta G_2^* \) approach 0 faster than \( \Delta G_0^* \) and under a certain value of \( \Delta \mu \) become positive (the formation of twin crystals ceases). Simultaneously, due to exponential dependency (6) the difference between probabilities of normal and twinning nucleations grows.

The described explanation is applicable for any crystals where twinning is formed by two-dimensional nucleation. For this type of crystals the correlation between the growth rate and the probability of twinning formation may be a common feature. Taking into consideration the presence of the lipidic cubic phase may give better understanding of the mechanism of the twinning formation.
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The most important feature of the *in meso* crystallization mechanism for this consideration is the presence of lamellar lipid environment around the growing protein crystal (see Fig.1a in [75]). It is obvious that the highly curved transitional lipid phase should be present between the bulky cubic and lamellar phases. The changes in the cubic phase curvature will simultaneously cause the corresponding changes in the curvature of the transitional phase. It was proposed in [79] that the protein *in meso* crystallization is provoked by excess of elastic energy in the curved lipid bilayer. This type of energy is accumulated by the crystallization system due to hydrophilic-hydrophobic mismatch between the lipid bilayer and the protein molecule and the value of this energy is strongly dependent on the bilayer curvature radius and the length of protein hydrophobic-hydrophilic boarder. The rate of crystal growth is regulated through the changes of the elastic energy caused by variations in the bilayer curvature. The decrease of the curvature radius results in the slowdown of crystal growth.

On the other hand the variations in the length of the hydrophilic-hydrophobic boarder also influence the crystallization rate. There are two substantially different hydrophilic-hydrophobic boarders of the protein molecule (one is at the EC side of the protein and the other is at the CP one). The curved bilayer is also asymmetrical relative to the perpendicular to its surface. Consequently, the elastic energy of deformation is dependent on the orientation of the protein in the curved bilayer.

The protein molecule has to cross the highly curved transitional bilayer during the crystallization and the corresponding energy barrier of this process is different for different orientations of protein molecules. And the character of the elastic energy dependence on the bilayer curvature is also different for the two possible protein orientations. The decrease of the bilayer curvature during crystallization results in a slowdown of crystal growth and simultaneously reduces the curvature of the transitional region. The energy barriers for two different protein orientations change differently and this fact results in different probabilities of the formation of the normal or twinned protein layer in the crystal.

4. Conclusions

Twinning of protein crystals is an unwelcome phenomenon for crystallographers and may be a barrier, like in the case of bR crystals, on the way to elucidating protein function. For this reason the efforts were applied to understand and overcome it. Nowadays the twinning of bR P6<sub>3</sub> crystals is one of the most studied and characterised twinning phenomena of protein crystals. First of all it was directly shown that the LCP grown twinned crystals of bR consist of large scale domains. Each of the domains is a hexagonal plate with the size equal to that of the whole crystal [35]. It is important the crystals may be split into several non-twinned domains by slow changes of salt concentration in the mother liquid so that the split parts preserved high diffraction quality. Further systematic investigation showed that the rate of crystal growth strongly affects the twinning-ratio distribution of the crystals. Searching for crystallization conditions leading to slow crystal growth, it is possible to select crystallization trials that contained up to 10% non-twinned crystals [32]. In addition, the conditions were found allowing selection of crystals with low twinning by visual inspection of their shape with no need for analysis of the diffraction intensity distribution. This discovery further facilitates the process of selection of non-twinned crystals. The experimental data obtained so far allow the formulation of a theory of twinning formation.
which in particular sheds some light on the general question of the process of in meso crystallization. Most recently some hints were found that the usage of different crystallization matrixes may allow to improve the yield of non-twinned crystals in crystallization [69].
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In modern research and development, materials manufacturing crystal growth is known as a way to solve a wide range of technological tasks in the fabrication of materials with preset properties. This book allows a reader to gain insight into selected aspects of the field, including growth of bulk inorganic crystals, preparation of thin films, low-dimensional structures, crystallization of proteins, and other organic compounds.
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